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between quality and the accompanying advertising, display
methods, and the psychology of selling.
Choice making is self-guided. .Practical guides for shopping
are best when worked out by the pupils themselves, so that
they may have standards which they understand to guide
them as they go to buy. Younger pupils set up guides as they
dramatize going to the store and conversing with the sales-
persons. Older ones can work out case situations about arti-
cles of clothing, foods, toys, and household goods of many
kinds, and set up standards by which to choose them. The
use of actual articles helps to visualize what is meant by choos-
ing intelligently. For example: Buying processed and pack-
aged cereals rather than raw cereals in bulk gives rise to a
consideration of whether the money saved and the food value
received from the unprocessed food balances the extra amount
of fuel and time used in preparing it. By laboratory experi-
ment, the children may learn that money, food value, fuel,
time and energy, advertising pressure, and many other values
interact in affecting choice making.
Marketing methods are studied. How to display and sell
goods in the grocery or dry-goods store has long been a favor-
ite project in the early primary classes. Through this, chil-
dren learn to converse with each other, to make change, and
to weigh and measure, and learn something of sales appeal
through counter arrangement. In guided shopping trips to
actual stores, upper primary pupils also learn the differences
in selling practices, operation, and possible services to the cus-
tomer in chain, cooperative, and individually owned stores.
Groups of pupils make comparative shopping trips to each
kind of store and learn of many standards, from sanitation to
selling practices. Quite young children notice schemes and
devices used by storekeepers in selling. They soon learn to
judge when a sale is a real one and when it is a device to
attract buyers. Upper elementary pupils can learn to inter-
pret advertising and to evaluate guarantees of quality in goods
and the information given on labels.
Store methods of displaying, pricing, and advertising goods

